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Campion 25 vs Wymondham 23 – Report By John Mackay

Wymondham endured another heart -breaking ending to a game when Campion snatched the
win from the last kick of the match. Results elsewhere leave the Red and Blacks deep in trouble
and looking for some strong performances in their last four matches to pull them away from the
drop zone.

Conditions underfoot were ideal for rugby but a swirling cross field wind was to cause problems
for both teams throughout the game and militated against long passes amongst the backs.

For once, Wymondham started on the front foot and, from the kick off, created an overlap on
the right wing to register a try which was duly converted to give them a 7-0 lead.
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Unfortunately, the lead lasted scant minutes before weak tackling in the centre allowed
Campion to break through the Wymondham defence and level the scores with a converted try.

Indiscipline and technical offences from both sides meant that there was little continuity with a
constant stream of penalties being awarded by the referee. From one of these, with eleven
minutes gone, Campion added to their score to give them the lead for the first time at 10-7.

With 20 minutes on the clock, Wymondham suffered yet another injury blow with centre, Simo,
aggravating an old ankle injury and having to leave the field.

With five minutes left before the break, a hopeful kick from the Campion wing caused confusion
in the Red and Black defence and a gleeful home player pouched the ball and scampered over
for a try under the posts to stretch the home advantage to 7 points.

Things were to become even worse for Wymondham as their re-start kick failed to travel 10
metres and from the ensuing scrum, Campion spun the ball wide and cantered in for yet another
try making the score 22-7.

At this point, the Wymondham supporters were fearing a repeat of the previous week’s mauling
but the away team rallied and when the home full back knocked on a long kick from
Wymondham on his own 22 metre line, the resulting scrum saw the ball shipped to the
consistently excellent Tom Wilson who spotted a gap and drove through powerfully to score. In
a bizarre moment, the ball blew off the kicking tee as Sims was running up to take the kick and,
unable to replace it, he quick- wittedly picked it up and aimed a drop kick for the posts.
Unfortunately, in what turned out to be a pivotal moment, it sailed just wide of the uprights.

On the stroke of half time, Wymondham were awarded another penalty for off side at a maul
and, this time, Sims landed it to leave the score 22-15 to Campion at the break.

The momentum was now with the visitors and the second half saw them back on the offensive,
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narrowly failing to score when they were adjudged to have been held up over the line. However,
from yet another penalty, Sims scored to leave the score at 22-18 to Campion.

Wymondham now began to dominate the match with long periods of possession and almost all
the action taking place in Campion territory. Eventually, they earned their reward when a lovely
piece of interplay between Sims and Martin saw the former dive over out on the right wing. The
try went unconverted but Wymondham now held a slender lead at 22-23.

It seemed that Wymondham would hold out for a win when, in the dying minutes a long, raking
kick from Dodd pushed play deep into the home 22 but a rush of blood to the head saw the
resulting Wymondham line out conceded and then a whole series of penalties advanced the
home side into the visitor’s half. Almost inevitably it seemed, the final nail in the coffin was a
penalty for a Wymondham offside offence which was duly converted by the home kicker.

The final whistle was blown immediately and left Wymondham once more cursing their inability
to close out a match that, having clawed their way back into contention, they really should have
won.

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Preview.

After enduring a torrid time at Sudbury last week following a spate of injuries, Wymondham
again

find themselves struggling ahead of their visit to London side Campion. Unfortunate back rower
Sam Hodgson had his worst fears confirmed when a post-match X-ray confirmed a season
ending broken leg although fortunately, the other casualty from the Sudbury game, hooker Tom
Masters
appeared to have recovered sufficiently to be in the mix for selection.
Influential captain, Pena Sokia, is still suffering with a knee injury and is unlikely to make the
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squad although Barry O’Sullivan will make a welcome return after his absence last week and
will be joined
by David Martin and Cieran Long who may make his 1st team debut from
the Colts side. Prop Jim
Kelly is also likely to feature in the squad along
with classy back, Simo.
The coaches and players are well aware of the importance of the final five matches and will be
working as hard as they can to address the problems highlighted in the big defeat last week.
Club
stalwart and immediate Past President, Martin Crook, commented that he believed the Red and
Blacks were capable of pulling off some big results in their last few matches and was convinced
they had the skill and ability to escape the drop to the Eastern Counties Leagues.
Wymondham (From): D Canning, T Masters, N Brown, J Wright, D Blake,B O’Sullivan, H
Anderson-Brown, D Martin, J Payne, T Wilson, R Dodd, A Brugger, Simo, A Turner, C Long, J
Kelly.
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